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Introduction

   Nobel Prize winner, Kazuo Ishiguro, whose chosen nationality (U.K.) differs from his ethnicity (Japanese), may 

seem to be comparable to Japanese American writers of a similar age such as David Kan Gotanda and Julie Otsuka. 

However, upon a closer examination, Ishiguro differs from them because he spent his earliest years in Japan and only 

took on British nationality upon young adulthood while these Japanese American writers have spent their entire lives 

in the U.S. and had their nationality from birth. Ishiguro grew up and was educated in the U.K. while having contact 

with Japan and its culture through his parents. Having moved to the U.K. as a young child from his birthplace of 

Nagasaki and having both a “foreign” name and appearance, his bi-cultural background gave him an advantage in 

his early career as Cynthia F. Wong points out since it coincided with “a movement towards multiculturalism and a 

celebration of cultural diversity” that took place in Britain in the 1980’s and 1990’s (11). In his Nobel Prize speech 

“My Twentieth Century Evening and Other Small Breakthroughs,” Ishiguro describes himself when he was accepted 

into a creative writing course at University of East Anglia:

If you’d come across me in the autumn of 1979, you might have had some difficulty placing me, socially or even 

racially. I was then twenty-four years old. My features would have looked Japanese, but unlike most Japanese 

men seen in Britain in those days, I had hair down to my shoulders, and a drooping bandit-style moustache. 

The only accent discernible in my speech as that of someone brought up in the southern counties of England, 

inflected at times by the languid, already dated vernacular of the hippie era…. Had you mentioned Japan, asked 

me about its culture, you might have detected a trace of impatience enter my manner as I declared my ignorance 

on the grounds that I hadn’t set foot in that country—not even for a holiday—since leaving at the age of five. (2)

Ishiguro distinguishes himself from not only the Japanese in Japan but also most Japanese in Britain, asserting his 

individuality. He also describes in detail the type of British accent he has, which shows how fully he had assimilated 

and belonged to his new homeland. He does not pretend to have any special knowledge of Japan based on his 

ethnicity nor did he have an interest at first to writing about Japan. However, during his early days in the creative 

writing course, he found himself “writing with a new and urgent intensity, about Japan—about Nagasaki, the city of 

[his] birth, during the last days of the Second World War” (4). His tutors and classmates encouraged him to continue 

and this eventually led him to write his first novel, A Pale View of Hills. Ishiguro admits in a conversation with Oe 

Kenzaburo that one of his reasons for writing novels was because he “wished to re-create this Japan—put together 

all these memories, and all these imaginary ideas I had about this landscape which I called Japan. I wanted to make 

it safe, preserve it in a book, before it faded from my memory altogether” (Conversations 53). It is therefore not 

surprising that Ishiguro would choose to write in the first person since one of his motivations for writing was so 

personal, yet it also allowed him to take on a persona that was not himself.  In this paper, I will focus on “A Family 

Supper,” one of those first short stories that takes place in Japan and show how from this earliest writing, we can 

observe Ishiguro’s use of the first-person narrator and how he deals with cultural elements and stereotypes, which 

makes this story a good introduction to the world of Ishiguro. 
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I．First Person Narrator

　　

article, “ ”

…

　　In Ishiguro’
their recollections which is, on one hand, understandable due to their advanced ages, but on the other, also a convenient 

A Pale View of Hills, Etsuko looks back at her decision to leave 

Etsuko’s memories are often confused and ambiguous so that the distinction between herself and Sachiko is blurred, 
“Sachiko”

ahead of her child’

　　In An Artist of the Floating World

for his “unpatriotic paintings”
abandoned his former art master in order to pursue art in a different vein̶

’s marriage prospects 

Even Ono’

the past, Ono comes to realize that his daughters and their families are focused on the present and future – which is 
’
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’ ’

her mother’

“ ” and “ends 
”

novels like  and Jane Eyre “the center of their world,” “know 
“ ”

’
narrator to “

”

“ ”

　　In “ ”
’

’

A Pale View of Hills and An Artist 
of the Floating World

Ishiguro introduces an element of the man’s haunted past as he sits in his father’

The well is “ancient” ’

matters and their father’s co-worker’

‘I can’ ’ ‘ ’
‘ ’
‘ ’
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‘ ’

‘ ’
‘I couldn’ ’
‘ ’
‘ ’

‘She was wearing a white kimono,’ ‘ ’
The shadows and darkness along with Ishiguro’s repeated words denoting efforts to “see” “to understand”

“ ’ ’ ” and “It was 
’ ” These responses along with other similar answers to questions such as “I’m not sure” 

and “I don’t know”

’

II．Cultural Elements and Stereotypes

　　Ishiguro’

don’ ’
̶

’ Conversations

’

him up “ ”
　　 ’

’

didn’t…

“
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Supper”

father’ ’s part 

“ ” 

“ … ”
comment about his wife’s death, “It’ ’
some disappointments”

“There are other things besides work”

　　
’s own life and Ishiguro makes 

kamikaze and hara-kiri

“ ”

’s description of fugu poisoning being “
” and that the victim “ ” 

“it was all the rage to perform the hazardous gutting operation in one’s own kitchen, then 
to invite neighbours and friends round for the feast”

died of fugu poisoning, despite the fact that she “
”

’

’
　　 ’s father tells him of his 

“didn’t wish to live with the disgrace” and 
“ ”

discussion of his wife, reproving his son in a passive-aggressive manner with “
̶ ”

father continues in the same vein that he believes that his wife’s death was not accidental because of the aforementioned 
kamikaze pilot when 

he tells his son that he had had an ambition for the air force during the war because, unlike a sinking ship, one could use 
the airplane as “ ”
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speaking to each other and the protagonist remembers when he was a child, that his father had slapped him several times 
on the head for “chattering like an old woman”
is not behavior becoming to a man from his father’
being able to cook as this was considered women’

’

“I’
’t understand how we’ve come to this”

the kinds of comments that Ono in An Artist in the Floating World

“I’ve come to believe now that there 
… ̶ ”

does not blame his son, the individual, for what he has done, but instead, he and his generation are the victims of the 
A Pale 

View of Hills

siblings in “ ”

Conclusion

　　In one of his earliest works, “ ”

A Pale View of Hills and 
An Artist of the Floating World ’

“an international writer,” “he wants the term to 
…

’
”

　　

’s own preconceived notions about 

Through their narrative and thematic structures, his novels and short stories make it impossible for readers to 

… ’s 
’ and critics’

belonging…
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which enabled him to create ‘a two-world literature’ that addresses universal human nature concerns avoiding the 
”

Ishiguro’ “ ” gives the reader a taste of these elements of his writing and thus is an 
’

person narration, cultural elements, and the “multiple worlds”
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